બાંહેધરી પ ક /Undertaking
We, the Team member of
Team Id
Name do hereby undertake on this as follows:

from

Institute

1) We are bound to follow all the licensing terms and condition of all the software/hardware tools
we use for developing our projects/ideas/solution during the Smart Gujarat for New India
Hackathon 2019‐20.
2) Organizers will not be liable in any case for any misuse of any tools by us or any of our team
members.
3) We are expected to use only non‐hazardous and safe hardware. Organizers will not be liable in
case of any injury caused due to faulty or misuse of hardware to any of the team members.
4) We agree to submit the final copy (the latest version) of code to the organizers (Hackathon Center
Head) immediately after the Event.
5) We bring our own Laptops with pre‐installed all the required technology stack/tools.
6) Wi‐fi connection will be available through‐out the competition but dependence on Wi‐Fi should
be minimal to avoid any last minute’s glitches. Teams can also bring their own 3G or 4G dongles to
avoid dependency on local network. No reimbursements will be made.
7) Team need to bring any additional hardware required for demonstrating the idea. Organizers will
not bear the cost of any hardware.
8) All open‐source software used during development of our solution need to be acknowledged. (If
applicable)
9) Teams are allowed to bring half‐baked or raw code for the competition. Teams can also get
wire‐frame ready for UI that will help them build product easily during the hackathon. Based on
the suggestions during the competition teams need to further modify their code and make their
solution robust. (If applicable)
10) We are expected to do work during Hackathon and if our team members found roaming or not
working, we will be immediately disqualified. Decision of organizers in this regard will be final.
11) We are bound to follow all guidelines of Covid‐19 provided by Government/Institutes.
We hereby declare that we shall be solely responsible for our involvement in any kind of
undesirable /in disciplinary activities during the competition and shall be liable for punishment as
per the law. We further declare that our participation in the competition may be cancelled at any
stage if we are found violating the above declaration.
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